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ABSTRACT
Scientists write and maintain software artifacts to construct, validate, and apply scientific theories. Despite the centrality of software in their work, their practices differ significantly from those of professional software engineers. We sought to understand what makes scientists effective at their work and how software engineering practices and tools can be adapted to fit their workflows. We interviewed 25 scientists and support staff to understand their work. Then, we constructed a theory that relates six factors that contribute to their efficacy in creating and maintaining software systems. We present the theory in the form of a cycle of scientific computing efficacy and identify opportunities for improvement based on the six contributing factors.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software creation and management; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; • Applied computing → Physical sciences and engineering.

KEYWORDS
Scientific programming, qualitative study of programmers

1 INTRODUCTION
Many scientists, such as oceanographers, physicists, climate scientists, and economists, create and maintain significant software systems to develop, assess, and leverage scientific theories. Although they do not generally have software engineering training, scientists create large software systems that model physical systems to predict future conditions; analyze satellite data; control mobile remote sensing systems; and visualize data to communicate their results with others. To produce correct and timely results, scientists must be able to effectively write software that meets their objectives.

Our primary research question is: What factors relate to scientists’ success in writing software to meet their needs? Prior work [11, 16, 34, 36, 43] has examined what techniques scientists use when developing software; we focus on the factors that affect scientists’ efficacy. In this paper, efficacy refers to a scientist’s ability to create software that meets their needs at minimal development cost. Despite the central nature of software development in their work, computational scientists differ from software engineers. Many scientists do not view software as their primary deliverable, making them end-user software engineers [25]; they often lack experienced SE colleagues; and it often suffices for their software to work for the specific input data they are interested in analyzing.

Despite software being central to their success, scientists in many cases do not adopt tools and practices used by professional software engineers.
engineers [11]. Rather than assuming the solution is additional training, we were interested in a second research question: To what extent do tools and processes from the software engineering community need to be replaced, modified, or augmented to be as effective as possible for computational scientists? The long-term aim is to identify opportunities for interventions that could make scientists more effective at software development.

We interviewed 20 scientists and five computing support staff. Motivated by the climate crisis, we started with a focus on scientists working on climate-related topics. We then broadened our scope to include other kinds of computational scientists as well as staff at high-performance computing centers who support scientists in writing and running software.

We used techniques from grounded theory [7] in our analysis of the interview transcripts, which enabled us to identify relationships among processes the scientists used. Our resulting theory identifies factors that make computational scientists effective at creating and maintaining software that meets their requirements. Key components of the theory concern:

- Alignment of engineering practices with scientists’ needs
- Impact of collaborative environments
- Role of self-confidence in knowledge advancement
- Accessibility of targeted educational experiences
- Relevance of domain-specific technical skills
- Presence of gradual learning curves in development tools

Figure 1 shows the theory. Software engineering practices, when well-matched to scientists’ needs, technical skills, and atmospheres that support collaboration among scientists all contribute directly to scientists’ efficacy. Efficacy results in feelings of self-confidence, which makes scientists feel that they can attain additional education. Obtaining new knowledge, particularly when the education concerns skills that can be learned gradually, results in stronger technical skills. Gradual learning curves are characterized by technologies in which small amounts of effort are met by small amounts of reward, rather than requiring a large amount of up-front study.

Our diagram does not show every possible relationship; surely, for example, education could promote self-confidence directly. Our focus is on the most prominent relationships that we observed.

In summary, this paper’s key contributions include:

- A theory describing a cycle of scientific computing efficacy based on 25 interviews of scientists and support staff
- A discussion of opportunities to make scientists more effective at engineering scientific software

2 LIMITATIONS

Our interpretivist analytic approach, which underlies the constructive grounded theory method [7], does not attempt to derive a singular true theory. Instead, we sought to describe software development as we understand our participants to experience it. We inferred category relationships from a combination of participants’ statements and our insights about their work. For each category, we describe specific pieces of evidence from interviews that led us to posit the relationships we report, but space constraints preclude us from describing all evidence in detail. Future work may identify relationships that we did not find and could lead to important theoretical refinements. As with Box’s observation [4] that “all models are wrong, but some are useful,” the possibility of future refinements to our theory does not make it less useful.

Our perspectives as researchers in software engineering, programming languages, and human-computer interaction may have influenced our theoretical development. Researchers with other backgrounds may have identified relationships that we did not, leading to a different theory. Also, an early emphasis on iterative analysis, as would be typical in grounded theory, might have lent additional depth to the analysis.

Because of the difficulty of recruiting expert participants, our participants represent a convenience sample. However, practices and challenges may differ across organizations or fields. We recruited broadly because a diversity of perspectives strengthens our theory, but future work that includes scientists from different backgrounds, organizations, or fields may identify additional factors.

Finally, because we did not directly observe the participants working, our results are limited according to participants’ recall and the questions we asked.

3 RELATED WORK

Our work is the first in this area, of which we are aware, that centers on theoretical development. As a result, we were able to elicit a theory that describes the process of achieving efficacy, as opposed to focusing solely on coding practices. Prior studies have either prioritized a focus on industry [11] or employed a more rigidly structured approach, which limits depth and is less conducive to theory-building [36].

Software Engineering Practices. Prior work has shown that some computational scientists, working in large teams, use traditional software engineering practices that reflect agile and open-source development, including code review and continuous integration. For example, Easterbrook et al. [11] found that teams of scientists working on climate models at a national weather service in the U.K. employed practices similar to those of professional software engineers. Some large research groups even include dedicated research software engineers [9]. Our study primarily focused on academic scientists who worked individually or in smaller teams and lacked funding for software engineers.

Nonetheless, congruent with our findings, prior work showed that traditional software engineering practices can have significant shortcomings for these kinds of scientists [10]. Because many scientists’ work is exploratory, they have difficulty validating their requirements. Then, because in many cases the software simulates experiments that are impossible or too expensive to run, it is often unclear how to verify that their implementations are correct [11, 20, 34]. As Prabhu et al. [36] found in interviews with 114 scientists, most scientists do not rigorously test their code. This could have significant implications for the correctness of published scientific results. Additionally, smaller scientific teams often gather requirements informally; track issues using informal means, as opposed to dedicated issue trackers; and adopt techniques from methods such as agile development piecemeal rather than engage in well-understood processes. [19, 41]

Many scientists view software artifacts as a means to an end and software development as secondary to scientific work [19, 20, 36]. This results in a different outlook on software development than
might be common among software engineers, who value software directly. This difference in perspective contributes to a decreased emphasis on artifact quality—more important is to obtain scientific results efficiently.

HPC. Scientists’ struggles with high-performance computer systems (e.g., supercomputers), have been well studied in prior work. Leveraging these resources requires expertise in parallel computing; the techniques needed to achieve high performance are not easily learned [3] and supercomputers can be hard to use in general [50]. Indeed, scientists worry about the motivational challenges involved in learning computing, which requires persisting through repeated failures [31]. It is not obvious what tools to use: C++ is in common use but is unsafe; Rust can be hard to learn [14]; object-oriented languages are not a good fit for the kinds of high-performance parallel computation that is needed for scientific computing [3]. This is particularly unfortunate given the origin of object-oriented programming in physical simulation [33].

Education. Wiese et al. [45] found that the most common issues that scientists struggle with are technical problems (requirements, management, testing, and debugging). Thus, scientists need education to become effective at writing software. Some limitations of scientific computing education opportunities have been identified in prior work. Hannay et al. [16] surveyed 1972 participants regarding how scientists develop and use software. They found that resources for learning about software engineering were limited to peers and self-study rather than formal education. The Software Carpentry curriculum [46] provides a brief formal educational opportunity and has helped more than 34,000 researchers since 2012 [42]. Although it includes one lesson on Git, it does not cover other critical software engineering concepts, such as design or code review. Programming-related instruction for scientists does not generally include software engineering techniques; for example, of 79 bioinformatics degree programs, only two required a software engineering course [44].

High-performance computing (HPC) can be used as an opportunity to teach broader computational skills. Lathrop et al. [27] described lessons from teaching HPC skills, including the need for lifelong collaboration. Collaboration, even with AI systems, is another approach to education: Kuttal et al. [26] proposed using intelligent agents to simulate partners in pair programming. Non-technical skills may also be helpful: Prickett et al. [37] found that resilience correlated with performance in first-year computing curricula.

Wilson et al. [49, 50] and the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics [1, 21] developed sets of recommended practices for scientific computing. However, studies indicate that these practices often fail to become mainstream in computational science [11, 50]. Consistent with our findings, Killcoyne et al. [24] identified developer isolation as a key barrier to the adoption of better software engineering practices in computational life sciences and Kellogg et al. [21] suggest that the challenges faced by the scientific computing community are as much social as they are technical.

4 METHOD

Participants. We recruited \( N = 25 \) participants, shown in Table 1 with anonymous identifiers P1, P2, etc, in the order in which they were interviewed. Twenty participants worked as scientists, and five worked as computing support staff. Five of the participants identified as female and twenty as male. Fifteen participants held Ph.D. degrees. All twenty scientists, except for the three professors, directly wrote research software. To further understand our participants’ demographics we asked our participants to complete an optional post survey.

14/20 scientists completed the survey. We did not record the results of the supporting staff as their coding skills were not the focus of our study. The results were not used to build the theory and are provided for demographic purposes. We report the results of the survey in tables 2 and 3. Based on our conversations, we estimate that typical projects ranged from 200 to 10,000 lines.

Recruitment. We identified possible participants by studying our institutional directory and snowball sampling (referrals from other participants). While initially, we reached out primarily to climate scientists, our participants referred us to economists and mathematicians. After conducting these initial interviews we wanted to assess to what extent our observations might generalize to other kinds of scientists, so we recruited more broadly from economics, physics, linguistics, and bioinformatics. Following a theoretical sampling [7] approach, in which we sought data in areas in which we had incomplete evidence, we also recruited computing support staff with technical expertise who could offer another perspective on the scientists’ experiences. Nonetheless, eleven participants came from oceanography and climate science, reflecting our initial focus. Some oceanography and climate science interviews also occurred later in the study due to scheduling constraints.

Interview Process. Our interview guide [35] had 24 questions in three categories: “Background/General”, “SE Specific”, “More Broad”. Our questions include broad questions, such as “Which parts of your coding workflow are most challenging?” and questions about SE practices such as version control, testing, and collaboration. All interviews were semi-structured. The first author was present for all of the interviews while the other authors attended a subset. The interviews were conducted in person and over Zoom and lasted up to an hour and a half. We recorded the interviews and transcribed them with the Otter.ai transcription service.

Analysis. We adapted techniques from constructivist grounded theory [7] to analyze the interviews. We open-coded the transcripts, resulting in 1530 coded sections with 1201 different codes [35], and then grouped the codes to form seven most-salient categories. All of the final categories had codes from at least three or more participants. We then compared categories and cases to each other to identify relationships, forming a theory of how the categories related to each other. After Charmaz [7], we inferred relationships by synthesizing quotes, participants’ behavior, and our background knowledge from our interviews. Figure 2 shows an example of how we inferred a relationship from a quote. Finally, we expressed each of the relationships as an edge in a graph (fig. 1).

5 RESULTS

In the sections below, we explain each component of our theory in more detail. For each component, we explain how its presence affects other components and overall development efficacy.
Table 1: Participants' backgrounds. *indicates computing support staff. In columns 4 and 6, some of the participants were involved in additional coding tasks or education opportunities that did not contribute as much to their current work/knowledge and were omitted for space. In column 5, some of the participants did not tell us how much coding experience they had.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Main Role of S.E. in Research</th>
<th>Yrs. Coding</th>
<th>Main S.E Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Post Doc</td>
<td>Modeling Physical Systems</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Proj. Scientist</td>
<td>Data Pipelines</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Server management</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E.E degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>ML Applications</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>Predicative Modeling</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8*</td>
<td>Geosciences</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>DSE Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Advising Students</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Web Scraping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Climate Science</td>
<td>Post Doc</td>
<td>Predictive Modeling.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12*</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>User Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13*</td>
<td>HPC, Climate Sci.</td>
<td>Research Staff</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Advising Students</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>C.S Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Climate Science</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Lab. Director</td>
<td>Advising Students</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Modeling Physical Systems</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>MS Student</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Pre Doc</td>
<td>Statistical Analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>PhD Candidate</td>
<td>Predictive Modeling.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Model Comparison</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>Global Policy</td>
<td>Post Doc</td>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23*</td>
<td>Research IT</td>
<td>SI Engineer</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>Post Doc</td>
<td>Data Ingestion/Analysis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>College Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25*</td>
<td>Data Curation</td>
<td>Librarian</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Work training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quote: "One large set of bugs is from mistakes in configuration [...] We’re dealing with errors around 25 or 30% [of the time... I was looking over one of my student’s shoulders and was—this tells you something about the fact that I’m not doing code reviews—horrified to see that the file that we’re working on was 8000 lines long and was basically two functions [...] We took that apart [and] rewrote it as a package [...] It is much better given the situation." (P9)

Inference: Lack of supervision leads to messy code leads to errors.

Codes: Puts off refactoring, messy analysis

Category: Collaborative Atmosphere

Relationships: Lack of collaboration lowers efficacy

Explanation: Grad students often have little supervision writing code and little incentive to write clean code, leading to errors and advisor mistrust.

Figure 2: An example of how relationships between categories were inferred from data

5.1 Software Engineering Practices

We asked participants about practices from prior literature, including language use, testing, bug tracking, version control, and collaboration, that we hypothesized would relate to efficacy. We also asked participants to describe their programming workflow to elicit general information about practices.

As scientific computing practices have evolved, participants have gradually adopted software engineering practices from the software industry that they felt led to improved collaboration and efficacy. P7 explained, “We’re starting to adopt […] version control […] test-driven development, much more emphasis on modular code design, standard APIs. And these processes are really maturing the field.”

Some practices and tools were inappropriate for their contexts. Testing frameworks do not align with scientists’ workflows; version control systems have unfamiliar interfaces. Applying version control systems and leveraging design principles require up-front investment but offer delayed, nebulous returns. Some scientists invented practices, such as makeshift version control systems and testing through manual analysis of visualizations, to fill the gaps.

Scientists also reported using programming languages that were not designed for their needs. Python is a general-purpose language not focused on efficiency; R’s design focuses on statistical analysis; C provides high performance but requires low-level programming skills. Julia is designed for high-performance scientific computing but may not facilitate reasoning about the correctness of high-level data analyses.
Table 2: S.E. tasks. Participants were asked to select one or more of the below options in response to the question “Which of the following tasks do you regularly perform for your research?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>% of Responses</th>
<th>Num. Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphs/Plots</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array operations</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix operations</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data wrangling/organization</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing code performance</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converting formulas to code</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building models/predicting the future</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo Simulations</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Programming Languages. Participants were asked to fill in the blank in response to the question “What programming languages do you code in for research?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>% of Responses</th>
<th>Num. Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortran</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bash</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematica</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reuse and Maintenance. Scientists reported re-using code from libraries and published papers but mentioned that they were concerned about its impact on the accuracy of their results. P6 explained: “One class of bug [that] most scares me [is] I see a lot of academic people using […] code as a black box […] You don’t know what were the constraints and assumptions of the person who wrote the code […] There is no way to validate to check if it’s going as expected.” P17 also said that due to “ambiguity in science” and noise in experiments he cannot use data to check the accuracy of legacy code: “I’m trusting that it can get interactions correctly […] Maybe it is overestimating things a bit.”

Other impediments to reuse include software that no longer works: Scientists rely on a lot of libraries in their code [19], but these libraries can introduce bugs with version updates or become discontinued. P12 explained: “Often you’ll see the codes that they developed five years ago don’t work — no one’s maintaining them.”

Of those who reported publishing their code for reuse in GitHub or Zenodo [12], only two mentioned maintaining their code. Similarly, while libraries sometimes provide institutional repositories to publish data and associated code, the staff did not have the training to test artifacts and maintain dependencies (P25).

Testing and Risk. Nine of the 20 scientists we interviewed reported attempting to write unit tests, but the majority found the process futile and inapplicable to their work: P20 elaborated: “It isn’t super common to organize your code in such a way that a unit test makes sense.” Scientists reported that there were often too many cases to test (P19); too many small functions (P17); not enough functions, in the case of exploratory code (21); or too many frameworks (P9). Instead, to verify the correctness of their code, scientists generated visualizations and confirmed that they visually corresponded with their expectations. As P2 explained: “There will be so many instances [when] we know what the theoretical expectations should look like.” This method often allowed them to quickly spot errors. For example, P11 found an indexing bug when the error in her forecast did not increase with time, and P21 identified mislabeled data due to a strange cluster in an evolutionary distance tree. Scientists would also sample individual data points and use logical criteria to ensure points were within appropriate ranges (P15). While P2 mentioned that bugs that look right on plots are “very rare,” manual testing can still be error-prone; P15, for example, explained how she could not find a copy-and-paste error that resulted in multiple copies of the same file being imported in a graph. The majority of bugs this method did not catch tended to be minor, e.g., those about details of figures, but our participants still worried about the risks. P4 said: “There’s probably a good chance I have some bug in my code that I haven’t found yet […] I try my best to clear everything out and make sure everything’s working. But I don’t know […] there’s so much code, there’s so many lines, I feel like you’re bound to do something [wrong].”

The difficulty in verifying code changes can result in scientists avoiding making changes that could benefit science. For example, scientists who deployed expensive hardware systems worried about the risk of a bug causing a mobile remote device to be lost. P3 explained that only one lab in the world has the testing infrastructure to validate changes to the software for a particular sensing system. As a result, his group avoided making changes.

Version control. In large and long-term projects, some scientists leveraged version control. For example, P16 used version control for a MATLAB program used to control remote sensors. A more popular approach was using version control systems only for collaborative projects (P5, P21, P15). Instead, scientists developed individualized, local workflows. P21, for example, said: “I probably should be [uploading to GitHub]. But I haven’t yet […] because it’s not collaborative.” P19 explained: “It’s still not standard practice in economics at all to use version control, which quite frankly scares me. And I think […] most labs just kind of manage everything via Dropbox.” P19 explained his path to using version control: “Before starting to use version control […] six months pass, and you realize that some analysis that you have done before […] [is] actually sort
of useful, right? And then if you have to […] rewrite it every time, it can get quite annoying, and laborious, and time-consuming." P22 wished for a record of edits in Jupyter Notebooks and a way to keep related notes. P22 was aware of GitHub but found it hard to use.

Some participants replicated features of version control systems with bespoke procedures. P18 described keeping a folder called "bad code" in which she stored previously-written code in case she worked together writing code but did not report structured ways to do things. Every time that I write something, it starts out with bespoke procedures. P18 used GitHub for backup purposes rather than version control: "Every few days, I'll just move everything […] into my GitHub folder, and then push it and [have] it just in case." When asked why she doesn’t use GitHub more, P18 explained "I'm just not super comfortable with the interface."

P15 described using GitHub to publish code at the end of a project: "Certain grants […] require you to push your things to GitHub." This is consistent with Cadwallader’s findings [5]: linking to repositories was a common method to share code.

**Process and Design.** Some participants explicated their view of coding as a primarily exploratory process. P14 explained: "You have to do a lot of exploration before you have something that will make it into the paper." As a result, a few participants reported developing plans or using high-level design techniques. P17 gave an example of his process: "Every time that I code, I think 'Okay, what is the equation and then what's the easiest way I can turn that equation into code […] That might not be […] the fastest or most efficient way to do things. Every time that I write something, it starts out very, very clumpy." Similarly, other participants reported starting with equations and results from papers, attempting to replicate them, and then attempting to build upon the results.

When building upon previous work, scientists struggled to differentiate between bugs and novel findings. P17 explained, "There hasn't been any work done on it. So if anything I find […] I don’t know how to check that." Discrepancies from expected outputs could be caused by gaps in the theory, bugs in the implementation, or issues with the data. As a result, debugging was often a very time-intensive, unpleasant process for scientists. Nonetheless, only two participants reported using bug-tracking systems. The majority of participants reported using visualizations to debug, similar to our observations about testing. After obtaining the final results, participants decided whether or not to share their code—if they chose to do so, they needed to invest considerable time into code refactoring. P14 added that this exploratory process can lead to lost code: "Occasionally […] you never quite document or release little scripts that you did if they’re too trivial, or sometimes even when they are not trivial. You’re not careful. It’s just kind of lost."  

**Collaboration.** Traditional software engineering contexts result in software artifacts that are shared among collaborators, promoting a collaborative atmosphere of code reuse and co-design. In contrast, we found that only 2 of 20 scientists were working on an ongoing project with multiple programmers. Some participants worked together writing code but did not report structured methods such as pair programming: "I don’t know how we’re going to divide up the work. But I imagine it’ll be mostly on his computer, and then I’ll be sort of stepping in (P17)."

Participants felt a lot of code in their field was not designed to be shared, further impeding collaboration. P5 explained: "People will request the code and […] I have to go through and clean it all […] It would be a lot of extra work to go back and refactor everything as I go along, [but] it would be so worth it." Recipients of code agreed. P3 said, "The code you get is not very clean, and is meant to run on someone’s computer, but has never been tested anywhere else. So the difficulty will result in first getting it to run on your computer."

### 5.2 Collaborative Atmosphere

Participants’ access to a collaborative atmosphere — the ability to get a second opinion on a project from an advisor, peer, co-author, or technical support — played a crucial factor in efficacy.

**Mentors.** Due to the specialization of academic research, six of the 20 scientists we interviewed worked on solo projects, with only their mentors as a source of collaboration. While collaboration with mentors was helpful, advisors’ technical expertise was in some cases insufficient. Advisors’ experience sometimes constrained tool options, since students often chose approaches that would enable them to get advice from their advisors.

P10, one of the only Ph.D. students in her department working on a computational project, discussed her worries about having a non-technical advisor: "I have very little oversight from any faculty […] I’m always figuring things out, maybe not in the smartest way […] I know the whole thing and have a lot of problems."

P18 recounted her desire to use Python: "And then when I started my project […] I had asked [my advisor] 'Can I do Python?' and he was like, 'You can do whatever, but I can only help you in MATLAB' I’m gonna need help. So yeah, I decided to do it in MATLAB.”

Scientists’ willingness to use potentially less efficient or more complex tools in favor of collaboration suggests how crucial a mentor’s feedback can be for a project’s success. P4, another oceanography Ph.D. student, recalled a time when he spent hours trying to fix a copy and paste error — “we went on tangents trying to figure out like, what’s going wrong?” The error was only discovered by his advisor: "with a fresh pair of eyes […] my advisor found it, I eventually sent it to her and then she found it.”

However, there were also cases when the students’ needs pushed advisors to learn more effective scientific computing practices, emphasizing the mutual benefit of collaboration. P11 helped her advisor set up Git: "She [advisor] is not very well versed in version control […] But [she] is trying to be very helpful with my research and trying to look over my shoulder (P11)."

**Peers.** In bigger lab groups, peers provided another source of collaboration. Even those working on different projects were often more aware of novel technical tools and practices and thus were the driving force behind the technical advancements of their labs. P1 described how, despite his advisor knowing only MATLAB, the lab atmosphere propelled him to learn Python, which he found a better fit for his projects due to its syntax and libraries: “There were a couple of graduate students that I really respected. And I was moaning at them about how much I hated MATLAB. And then they were like, ‘No, dude, you got to use Python.’” P19 recounted that while the rest of his lab used Dropbox to share code, a past research assistant helped transition his project to GitHub.

Peer mentorship inspires the mentees to become mentors themselves and help less technically advanced students. P4 discussed how he learned many programming techniques and practices from
a graduate student who has left the lab: “I would definitely not be where I am today if I didn’t have someone as patient and dedicated working with me […] She spent hours and hours with me, working on my code or helping me understand concepts.” Now, P4 wants to “pay it forward” and promote efficacy in his lab. In turn, P17 benefited from P4’s help: “He wrote a bash and Git workshop that he gave, last year […] He’s very, very helpful.”

Students who do not have a collaborative peer group must search for help elsewhere, but these sources are not always as helpful as someone with domain-specific knowledge. P10 lacked peers with computational linguistics expertise, so she often found help in the cognitive science department.

Co-Authors. Only two of our participants were working on an ongoing programming project with more than one contributor, although others agreed that team programming practices would promote efficacy. P2 stated, for example: “And so you do your own thing in your computer, and you don’t [share it] sometimes.”

Participants agreed that collaboration would promote better practices such as version control, improving the readability of code, and making code easier to package. P17 explained that collaborating on GitHub creates “an incentive […] to make that [code] pretty good,” as opposed to the comparatively lackluster code he writes for himself.

Technical Support. The final avenue for collaboration was reaching out to technical support — staff hired to support scientists with a variety of technical problems, ranging from high-performance computing (HPC) to data curation. While such support can be extremely helpful for scientists to complete their projects, its impact can be limited by resource constraints and communication barriers.

P8 talked about how he can onboard new scientists and help them understand the complicated code base and techniques: “We’ll save you months of trying to figure out what to do, and put you on the right track, and then guide you along.” P13, research staff who works at the same center, helps scientists set up packages and compile climate models on supercomputers: “Some just really struggle with this. And then they come to me, my nickname was flag lady: which flags do I need to get this to compile?”

Support staff were often overwhelmed by the demand. P12, who is a user group support lead at a supercomputer center, stated: “We have a small group […] we can’t cover everything. So then the gaps come up even from […] [the] support side.” For example, staff reported not being able to check the code itself for excessive I/O access, sudo commands, or inefficient parallelization, all of which can cause slowdowns or even crashes on the supercomputer. Participants agreed that the limited support staff sometimes could not address their needs; P21 reported struggling to install dependencies on a supercomputer using containers: “I tried talking to the administrator in that case, and they didn’t help me out that much.”

There also exists a language disconnect between the scientists and staff due to their different technical backgrounds. P23, a Systems Integration Engineer who focuses on helping scientists build data pipelines, said, “The communication barriers can make it way more difficult to ensure that you’re not frustrating them [by] giving them a recommendation that isn’t going to help.”

When giving advice, staff worried that scientists were ill-prepared to use the best techniques, leading them to suggest suboptimal alternatives. P23 explained why he seldom urges the scientists to use the cloud or personal workstations: “You don’t want to give someone a resource that suits them in terms of their combined computational needs, but they don’t have the organizational or other resources to manage.” P23 tried to spend more time fully understanding the problems and capabilities of each of the scientists he works with. Unfortunately, the time-intensive nature of this approach sometimes renders it impractical.

ChatGPT. For scientists who work mainly alone, ChatGPT may act as a substitute for missing collaboration opportunities. Seven out of the 20 scientists reported using ChatGPT in their development process.

P22, a postdoc who mainly works alone on her projects, finds ChatGPT useful when interfacing with unfamiliar APIs such as Google Earth Engine: “I just asked ChatGPT to provide me [with] a very basic framework to see how I can link my personal drive to [it].” Scientists tended to prefer using ChatGPT over code off GitHub due to its modularity and fast response time. When asked if he uses other people’s code, P5 responded, “No, but lately, GPT has been giving me good code that I can just pull in quickly.”

In many cases, scientists relied on ChatGPT as a guide and thus tolerated its errors. P5 stated: “I mean, it often gives me code that’s wrong […] But usually, I’ll just go back to it and say ‘Well, that didn’t work.’ And it’d be like, ‘My apologies, I was incorrect […] Try this’ […] and that doesn’t work either. But it usually gives me enough of an idea of which direction to go.” P19 agreed: “Sometimes [ChatGPT] is not right. But it’s always a start.”

P23 hypothesized that ChatGPT is so popular because scientists are already predisposed to an iterative mode of coding: “Iterative dialogue, where you write something, you test it, you write something, you test it, and you go back and forth.” P14, who earned a Ph.D. in Computer Science before becoming a professor in bioinformatics, corroborated this notion: “For someone with a software engineering background […] I don’t think of [bioinformatics work] as programming. I think of it as talking to the computer.”

5.3 Self-confidence

Learning to write software requires assuming the risk that studying a technique will not be effective. When taking risks was rewarded with success, participants were more likely to seek out new techniques and technologies to improve their ability to develop software. This led to a feeling of self-confidence—the belief in oneself to effectively use and learn new tools. Motivation theory argues that if a learner’s primary motivation is performance and not intellectual fulfillment, then self-confidence plays a crucial role in motivation to learn new things [8]. Thus, for scientists, feelings of confidence when programming may motivate learning new programming tools or skills, enabling future successes. In other cases, failure or setbacks can lead to scientists feeling that work learning new techniques is unjustified. Then, they may focus their efforts on using familiar tools and processes, missing opportunities to advance.

Although P19 lacked formal training in programming, he said: “It would be fairly easy to get another data job in econ now, just because I do have some of the applicable skills.” P19 was considering
embarking on a project with “security and authentication concerns” that he “need[s] to figure out how to deal with” even though they are “obviously not” his “area of expertise.” P19’s feelings of confidence led him to feel prepared to seek out informal education in relevant areas.

Similarly, P6, who viewed himself as “not a conventional academic” because he “always work[s] a lot with software” was willing to work on a communication project, undeterred by not knowing “anything about radio or satellite communication” and never having completed a project in Rust. Despite concerns about the “learning curve” and finding some concepts such as ownership and variable scope “hard to grasp at first”, P6 ended up loving Rust more than Python, which he used previously.

In contrast, participants who found coding more daunting or were less secure in their background tended to shy away from learning new coding tools and techniques. For example, P21 reported that he found bash to be a “little bit stressful sometimes […] I accidently used a recursive chmod on my personal computer, and I locked myself out of it […] It has so much power over your actual system.” He currently waits for his job to finish rather than learning parallelization: “It’s on my to-do list […] At first, I thought it was going to be really easy […] I haven’t used it yet, but I know it exists and will be helpful.” He did not give any reasons for not learning, such as lack of time or online resources.

Similarly, P10 reported that when she first learned R she would “cry every time she had to use it.” Furthermore, she experienced “a lot of issues” using supercomputers because she uses scripts that she did not write herself. Nonetheless, she did not find this sufficient motivation to learn bash.

Seventeen of the scientists that we interviewed had some form of apprehension or anxiety about coding despite their experience. P5, with 22 years of coding experience, described his experiences with statistical analysis: “I have written the low-level code […] in the past, but mainly just to explore and to make sure that I understood the concepts, not to […] use as […] production code. I don’t think I would trust myself to write good enough code for that.” In a 2023 Stack Overflow Survey in which 73% of the respondents were professional developers, over 50% of the respondents had less than 20 years of experience [2]. Thus, most people who write production code may have less experience than P5.

Similarly, P1, with 8 years of coding experience, states: “I am pretty sloppy in the way I document my code […] I am sure that there’s all kinds of stuff that I don’t even know about.” P2, with 20 years of coding experience, said of his process for transforming satellite data for future analysis, “I think there’s probably a better way to kind of go about it but it wasn’t obvious.”

While many scientists had clear sets of additional skills they wanted to learn that would improve their coding, (section 5.4) few sought out these extra skills without formal education unless required by an advisor. P4 summarized scientists’ general sentiments: “I kind of stayed within those things I learned and the libraries I’ve learned and worked with […] I didn’t really branch out.”

This not only results in decreased efficacy but also foreshadows possible future employment difficulties. When describing the hiring process, P6 emphasized the importance of self-learning: “I will be looking for someone that’s able to learn by themselves […] because you cannot expect that person to know everything.”

P9, a physics professor, felt that scientific computing is “behind” the software industry. He recalled discussions with a software engineer: “He likes to joke that when I […] propose or write some code. He looks at it [and] he says, ‘In industry, you’d be fired for that.’”

Similarly, P8, a software engineer by training and currently supporting staff for climate scientists, called climate science a “dragone-way behind the other sciences” since from his perspective Jupyter Notebooks only became popular two years ago and “GPUs computing and stuff like that, they’re just non-existent, virtually.” However, according to support staff who support all scientific disciplines (P23 and P25), climate science is one of the more technologically advanced sciences due to the large amounts of data they process.

Eighteen scientists experienced feelings of guilt over SE guidelines they felt they should follow, regardless of whether or not it concerns them material benefit. P3 felt guilty about not testing like a software engineer despite being unable to identify a case where unit testing would have caught a bug: “The figure tells us a lot […] so we know if things are wrong […] but what you are supposed to do is write a test to confirm.” P21, when asked about GitHub, responded: “Oh, I probably should be doing that […] but I haven’t had a reason to.” P1 even expressed feelings of guilt over his IDE choice of Sublime: “I’ve heard that there are better ones […] I should switch to PyCharm, but I haven’t done it yet.”

5.4 Education

Fifteen of the 20 scientists we interviewed indicated that they saw a lack of education as one of the primary barriers to efficacy in scientific computing, with a focus on the opportunity for education to foster technical skills. In this section, we explore the limitations of the main education opportunities identified by our participants: workshops, online resources, and university classes.

Workshops. Seven of our 20 scientists indicated that workshops were their primary source of education. The majority of the workshops were hosted by Software Carpentry [47, 48], a volunteer initiative committed to providing researchers with the basic computing skills they need for computational science. Software Carpentry’s curriculum focuses on techniques such as Python, R, and GitHub.

Scientists argued that practical training was key to their success. P25, a librarian who has hosted several carpentry workshops, discussed the feedback from participants: “A lot of learners like […] the hands-on live coding [and] the peer-to-peer feedback during the workshops.” These workshops were particularly efficient ways of learning skills that they might not otherwise learn. P7, a math researcher at a weather center, said the workshops “helped me [learn] ideas around version control, [and] around scripting.”

Despite the popularity of these workshops, their focus on practical skills may not provide sufficient background on abstractions. Participants 3, 10, 15, and 19 felt they could be more effective with a deeper understanding of the technologies they were using. P10 explained, “[I] want someone to […] explain to me, fundamentally, what Python is and how it works […] in terms of what an environment is, and what it’s doing on the back end.” Likewise, P19 said, “I don’t think I have the fundamental conceptual understanding of what these different objects are and how they interact.”

Although workshops aim to be domain-specific, instructors can only teach with small examples with small data sets and restricted
sets of dependencies due to time and resource constraints. This limits scientists’ abilities to apply learned skills to their research. According to P4, these workshops could “only […] skim the surface […] and it’s [their] job to […] dig deeper.” The workshop included domain-specific data sets, but P4 still had difficulty transitioning what he learned to the bigger data sets he used for research.

Workshop teachers often felt that, due to their limited expertise, they could not teach participants more advanced skills. P25, for example, led several workshops but did not consider himself an expert in the topics he taught. He said that workshop participants frequently follow up with requests for “intermediate or advanced lessons” that they do not offer due to lack of expertise.

**Online resources.** Corresponding with our observations about self-confidence (section 5.3), only three participants mentioned that they like to self-learn using online resources such as tutorials and documentation. P13 reported that tutorials often suffer from the same problems as workshops in focusing on “toy problems” that can be hard to generalize to “actual science.” She further explained the gap that she sees between available resources and the educational needs of the scientists she helps: “You can go and read a Python book […] But when it comes to using Python for your problem, that’s when it gets hard. Because [mapping] what you want to do to the right Python function [is] where things fall apart.”

**University Classes.** Ten of the 15 scientists who wanted more education had taken at least one coding class. Yet they did not view these as their primary source of knowledge, since the classes tended to align less with their needs than workshops or online resources. P17 summed up the problem: “I never had a class [that was] like, ‘Here is how you code as a scientist.”’ Courses offered by the CS department tended to focus on techniques that scientists felt were not applicable to their workflows. For example, P17’s teacher emphasized unit tests, but he felt more confident testing via visualization since he had many very small functions (section 5.1). Introductory courses offered by the CS department also sometimes assumed prerequisites that scientists did not have (P2) and were hard to access as a non-CS student (P15). In contrast, classes offered outside of the CS department tended to focus more on the mathematics behind the concepts as opposed to writing efficient code (P17).

### 5.5 Technical Skills

**Technical skills** clearly influence scientists’ efficacy. Many skills were domain-specific, such as using the Xarray [51] library for oceanography or the Stata statistics package [28] for economics. However, we identified three technical skills that were crucial to success in many scientific disciplines: managing and manipulating data; optimizing and predicting memory and storage usage; and generating complex, high-quality visualizations.

**Data Management.** P6 observed that he wasted a lot of time accessing data and fixing its format. Data could be contaminated or mislabeled (P21); omit observations (P7); be accessible only with software that cannot be scripted (P5); or stored in an inconvenient format (P21). Some disciplines used standardized formats, such as NetCDF [39]; others used proprietary packages, such as MATLAB. Data files could be so large that institutional repositories were unable to archive them; instead, they archived subsets (P25). When asked about common bugs, six of 20 scientists mentioned faulty assumptions they held about data. For example, P5 did not realize that a column was an average and not an actual value; P14 used a data set that had a different precision than he expected.

Even once the above issues were addressed, P8 observed that many scientists had difficulty writing I/O code that was suitable for supercomputers. Programs were often first written for desktop computers; when run in parallel, it generated too many I/O operations. The code needed to be modified to do I/O in larger batches.

**Memory and Storage Consumption.** Scientists often encountered problems with memory consumption when analyzing large data sets. Because of the opacity of garbage collection, Python programs that run out of memory can be difficult to fix. P8 explained: “Python garbage collection can be a little lazy occasionally. So learning how to force garbage collection on large memory usage […] what are the tricks you can do to not run out of memory when you’re doing this analysis?” P9 talked about needing to monitor memory requirements for programs that run on supercomputers because they restrict which computers the programs can run on. P7 reported doing “back-of-the-envelope” calculations to figure out how much storage a program would consume on a supercomputer when deciding which type of memory node to use.

As inputs get larger, memory challenges get harder. P1 worked with 8 GB matrices: “Python […] has some kind of a limit where […] even [on] huge computers, it just will crash.” It can also be hard to predict memory requirements, especially when using libraries; even when inputs seem small, programs can inexplicably use large amounts of memory. P2 reports struggling with code interfacing with Xarray: “For very small requests, it will actually consume way more memory than I was expecting it did.”

**Visualizations.** Scientists use visualizations to evaluate their code’s correctness; to understand their models’ behavior; and to report their results. Visualization libraries are thus key to many scientists’ efficacy. P21, for example, described how he used visualizations to identify spurious data in a data set. P9 a physicist, makes heavy use of histograms to understand data: “Of all the various sciences I’ve had experience with, we are the heaviest users of histograms […] our histogram libraries are lovingly created […] a little bit too much religion is involved in creating histogram libraries.”

Generating visualizations is difficult enough that it affects which languages scientists choose. Scientists often mentioned visualization libraries when discussing programming language features. P10 and P14 both liked R: “For R it’s just basically availability of good packages, so if you want to do visualizations it’s really hard to find anything better than ggplot” (P14). P7 preferred Matplotlib in Python despite also being familiar with R. Generating good visualizations requires significant expertise; P8 mentioned a local expert on generation images and charts. P8 also mentioned that sometimes charts are sent to artists, who generate the final images: “We give them a chart, and they make it pretty.”

### 5.6 Gradual Learning Curve

Many scientists struggled to transition from beginner-friendly tools to more sophisticated ones. As a result, we conjecture that **gradual**
learning curves — contexts in which small amounts of study are rewarded with efficacy improvements throughout the learning process — are essential for technical skills acquisition. In this section, we focus on three examples that demonstrate how scientists have difficulty transitioning across gaps between systems.

GUI to CLI. While our participants found graphical user interfaces (GUI) to be helpful, many eventually found that they needed to learn command-line interfaces (CLIs).

P10 relied on the Anaconda GUI to manage environments. However, P10 also reported that the GUI could not help her solve package version discrepancies between her local and HPC environments. P5 and P7 reported that they could not find a reliable GUI to connect to multiple HPC instances and were forced to use the CLI. P3 explained that “most of” the GUIs for data visualization “are glitchy, and I don’t really trust them.” P3, P7, P13, and P14 reported that the CLI was much faster for their work than using an IDE.

However, as scientists tried to convert to CLI, they experienced a steep learning curve. P7, who mentored many students in his research center, elaborated: “There is a little bit of a learning curve just getting familiar with the idea of working from command line […] For a lot of folks who are used to working […] with very graphical interfaces, it can be […] a leap.” Similarly, P4, who mainly used an IDE to connect to his lab’s workstation but had to use the CLI to transfer files, found that he was “not totally understanding” what he was writing and was mainly “trying to replicate” what someone else wrote. He blamed his “newness to working in [bash shell].” Only five scientists reported being comfortable with a CLI. P25, who taught CS introduction workshops for scientists, claimed that a large portion of his students are unaware of Unix shell capabilities: “We get a lot of people that say, ‘Oh, I didn’t know that you can basically control your […] desktop from command line […] I didn’t know you could create a directory […] This is neat.’”

Notebooks to Traditional Programming Environments. Scientists also struggled to transition from notebooks to writing scripts. P13, who supports scientists at a university-affiliated research center, reported: “We see people who are kind of stuck in Jupyter notebooks, which are awesome. But then they can’t run outside the notebook. And when you get to these kinds of large, computationally heavy Fortran codes, you […] have to […] run them on a big high-performance machine.” P10, who transitioned from notebooks to scripts to run on an HPC system, elaborated: “I normally write in Jupyter notebooks and not Python scripts. So the format of the code needs to change substantially […] I have to […] test all the code […] [but] it’s very hard to […] when you’re just running it as a script.”

Participants also reported that notebooks impeded packaging, as they were prone to creating “messy code” that took a long time to refactor to a script: “You’re working with some code for a long time, you keep adding things to it. And at some point, you’ve created a monster.” P11 added: “I think the packaging of the code would probably be better if we just don’t think about the Jupyter notebook […] And think more about packaging, just the functions plus […] one notebook that tells the story.” However, other participants (P1, P4, P17, P21, P22) often felt as though even pulling the functions out of a Jupyter notebook was difficult.

Local to HPC. Participants struggled to transition from working locally to working on HPC, not only because of the required transitions such as GUI to CLI and notebooks to traditional scripts but also due inability to test out and understand the differences between HPC and local such as IO access and batch jobs.

P7 explained: “I mean, there’s definitely a steep learning curve from going from ‘I’m just trying to write a script’ to […] high-performance computing. And I think that learning curve is prohibitive for many folks.” P12, a user group lead who helps scientists with HPC, claims that the main problems come from the fact that “[Scientists] don’t realize […] it’s scaling because […] we have more of these computers, not because the single computer itself is a lot faster.” As a result, scientists were often surprised when code that works locally does not work on a supercomputer.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Practices. Mismatches between existing software engineering practices and the practices used by scientists suggest that there is significant room for improved methods that are more applicable to scientists. Arguably, those we observed constitute *programming* but perhaps not *engineering*, missing opportunities to consider the long-term implications of their process and design choices. No participants reported following structured software processes, such as agile development—perhaps because they approach programming in an exploratory way. One approach could be a refinement of agile methods with a focus on practices for individual developers and helping scientists construct components whose properties they can reason about. Process-based interventions might also help scientists consider the *quality attributes* of the components they create earlier in their development process. For example, they could consider the extent to which they are reusable by others.

Property-based testing [30] has shown promise in general software engineering but has not been adapted to a scientific programming context. However, scientists’ code often analyzes data; perhaps an adaptation of property-based testing could allow scientists to express ways of varying the input data to generate more test cases, and then express relationships between the inputs and outputs to enable some automated test generation and execution.

A discipline of scientific software engineering might be accompanied by more appropriate tools. Rather than assuming that tools designed for large-scale software are best, future research could focus on developing tools for small-scale or goal-oriented scientific software engineering. Some research has focused on bringing version control to data scientists [22] in Jupyter Notebook, but it may be possible to build support for other kinds of scientific workflows, such as a usable long-term history for bash commands.

Since much scientific code reflects data analysis pipelines rather than complex mutation of data structures, functional programming techniques may be more appropriate. A functional style may reflect the mathematical nature of scientific code and facilitate more effective reasoning about correctness [18]. A gap, however, may reside in performance; functional languages are often garbage-collected. Using an affine type system that adapts ideas from Rust, it may be possible to create a high-performance functional language that is suitable for high-performance computing.
Collaboration. Online platforms can be valuable for knowledge sharing inside organizations [40]. Ma et al. [29] found that a “sense of belonging to the learning community” is an essential factor in the successful engagement of participants on the platform. Since scientists do not identify as software engineers [19] and there are not enough opportunities for in-person collaboration, scientists may benefit from online platforms where they can discuss domain-specific code tips and tricks. Our participants echoed similar sentiments. P23 argued that GitHub Pages was not enough to build a community and P2 wished there were more forums to discuss code. In-person seminars or technical “office hours” might also aid in constructing communities within universities, lifting the burden of the technical staff and facilitating more peer collaboration.

The popularity of ChatGPT suggests conversational agents may be good interfaces for code help for scientists. The “interactive” aspect seems to mediate the lack of correctness and helps scientists start projects and find useful libraries. As previous work found that using ChatGPT requires “strong debugging skills” [32], extending chatbots to provide debugging help could be helpful. P23 proposed a chat interface to interact with supercomputers, which might be more effective than the spreadsheet-based interface employed by a large number of centers. Verifying the correctness of AI-generated code [23] and providing documentation of libraries used by AI-generated code may make the systems even more useful.

Self-confidence. Freedman et al. [13] claim that, by reducing self-esteem, guilt motivates for change. However, when the source of guilt is not under one’s control, guilt may be maladaptive [6] (does not prompt change).

The prominence and success of the software industry weighed heavily on our participants, leading them to feel guilty for not adopting SE practices. In many cases, these practices were not appropriate for adoption off the shelf causing. Guilt lowered their self-confidence and may have impacted their motivation to learn.

While there has been work attempting to set more reasonable [50] expectations for scientists’ practice of software engineering, they are limited and these approaches still view traditional SE practices as the standard. Developing more suitable practices for scientists may empower scientists to seek out more opportunities to boost their efficacy. Scientists often seek out and acquire new scientific knowledge on their own, so further research is needed to help them employ similar techniques to learn engineering tools that could boost their productivity.

Education. Currently available education may be failing to meet the demands of scientists as they struggle to adapt the material from lessons to their work. As Goble et al. found [15], scientific software engineering necessitates training that diverges from traditional computer science education. Such education may emerge from classes co-taught by computer scientists and scientists: while computer scientists have more technical knowledge, only scientists fully understand their needs. Assisting with Software Carpentry may be a good avenue for computer scientists to form collaborative relationships with scientists at their institutions.

Technical Skills. New tools could enhance scientists’ efficacy. One opportunity could be tools that predict resource consumption and advise users as to which platform (local, supercomputer, cloud), is most cost- and time-effective, or a portable mechanism for re-targeting a single codebase to the appropriate computational platform. Tools for debugging plots may also assist scientists in validating their results.

Gradual Learning Curve. Resnick emphasized the importance of designing tools with low floors, high ceilings, and wide walls [38], meaning that there should be a low barrier to entry, high potential for complexity, and room for exploration. We propose that a staircase could make it easier for users to gradually transition from the floor to the ceiling. One option may be developing a high-quality IDE for Bash: by making Bash more user-friendly, scientists might feel less intimidated by it. Another is constructing more refactoring tools for Jupyter notebooks to make it easier to transition to standalone scripts [17]. Building a testing framework for HPC could also limit anxiety over running code on supercomputers and could allow users to learn more about HPC.

Efficacy. Our theory focuses on opportunities for researchers and tool developers to improve processes and methods of software development for scientists. However, the theory could also be helpful for scientists for self-diagnosis to help themselves or each other. For example, an advisor might promote collaboration in their lab, facilitating peer learning and thus efficacy. A scientist who struggles with SE practices might focus on learning particular SE methods and becoming more self-confident in the process.

7 CONCLUSION
Our theory of scientific programming efficacy concerns six components: self-confidence, education, technical skills, gradual learning curve, software engineering practices, and collaborative atmosphere. In this paper, we argue based on an analysis of 25 interviews how these factors form a cyclic relationship. These factors and relationships offer opportunities to develop new tools and processes that could help scientists become more effective at writing and maintaining software, smoothing the path to scientific discoveries.

We hope that our theory and identified opportunities will help more scientists progress in their programming efficacy and see programming not as a barrier but as a helpful tool. Perhaps software can bring even more joy to science, as P5 declared: “I love coding […] If I could do that all day and not have to write grants and like actually write papers, I would just do the coding.”
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